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Google has announced that Chrome OS will now support Android apps in its native language, and Chromebooks will run them on the screen in their own windows. Notifications from phones and tablets, such as new messages and low-battery alerts, are also synchronized. Chromebook users will enjoy a new level of sync between Chrome OS and Android now. Notifications will be
displayed on both devices in their native language, without third-party apps, so if you're working on a Chromebook and your phone gets a new message or running on a battery, you'll be notified on your Chrome OS device to sign up and do something about it. You'll also be able to download android apps directly from Google Play on Chromebook and use them in the same way as
on your Android phone or tablet. On stage, Google representatives demonstrated a new feature with Vine for Android phones, then with Flipboard and Evernote for Android tablets. Both work in their own windows, and can work at the same time as any other app on Chromebook. New versions of Google Docs and Tables will also work in Chrome OS in their native language.
Google is preparing to unveil more than a million Android apps and games for Chrome OS. Chrome OS users on Reddit have noticed a new option on the operating system settings screen that appears to allow access to a large section of the Google Play app and game catalog. The option appears briefly when the user opens the settings screen, but at the moment it is inactive.
First spotted by TheWiseYoda in Chrome OS v51 dev, the feature is accompanied by a page code description that reads: Choose from more than a million apps and games on Google Play to install and use on your Chromebook. Redditor InauspiciousPahan has managed to unearth a discard in the screen, which is supposed to appear when users choose to turn on the Android
app option. Given that the front of the feature is already in Chrome OS, Google can introduce it officially very soon. Google I/O in less than a month, and there is a good chance that one of the highlights of the show will be an announcement related to the rumored convergence of Chrome OS and Android.Last fall, the Wall Street Journal reported that Google will fold Chrome OS
into Android by 2017 in order to offer one operating system that works on all platforms including PCs. We can assume that the release of an extensive collection of Android apps for Chrome OS is a step towards this final merger. Google first announced plans to bring Android apps for Chrome OS to I/O 2014, as part of its App Runtime project for Chrome. However, only a handful
of apps made the leap in September 2014, including Duolingo, Sight Words and Vine. Google has been silent so far, but it looks like it's about to change. Chrome OS, which recently received material design makeover, has made good progress in the educational market in where administrators have found Chromebooks more powerful and easier to manage than tablets and
conventional laptops. And, thanks to their low price, Chromebooks are consistently some of the best-selling laptops on Amazon. Providing Chromebooks to power Android apps can help it make a further breakthrough in the mainstream market, at a time when PC sales are being flagged. Thoughts about this development? Tagged: GoogleGoogle Play StoreGoogle Chrome OS
Manager Google has confirmed that Windows apps on Chrome OS will be a reality soon enough. Unfortunately, Windows will be virtualized through Parallels instead of the expected dual download option. Chromebooks need to be pretty powerful for this to work, and the service won't be free. While Chromebooks have come a long way, there are still many people out there who
won't use one as their go to the machine. This is usually because there is a Windows app that Chrome OS can't work and substitutes pale in comparison. Fortunately, we now know that Windows apps on Chrome OS will be supported soon. In an interview with The Verge, Cyrus Mistry, product manager for the Chrome OS group, detailed what Google is referring to for this new
feature. While the news is definitely interesting, you should temper your expectations, as this may not be everything you hoped for. Windows apps on Chrome OS: How will it work? Most people were hoping that Chromebooks would eventually get the option of double downloads - meaning you could house both Chrome OS and Windows 10 on one machine and choose which one
to download when you start. However, Mistry confirms in the interview that this will not happen. Instead, Chrome OS will use Parallels Desktop, a popular system that virtualizes machines within the existing operating system. So macOS users can use Windows software. We absolutely looked at the double boot, Mistry said. There are pros and cons to both options, but where we
landed is that security is paramount to Chrome OS. Related: Chromebook vs. Laptop: Which one should you get? In other words, the double download of Windows and Chrome OS required too many security sacrifices for Chromebooks. Since security is such a huge aspect of what made Chrome OS such a hit, it makes sense that Google doesn't want to ruin that in favor of
adding support to Windows. Just like with macOS, you need to purchase Parallels as well as a Windows 10 license for this system to work on Chromebook. On top of that, you'll need a Chromebook that can handle Windows applications, which can be the biggest obstacle for most businesses and users. Related: 8 years since the first Chromebooks: Google was right about them
Lots of Chromebooks now that feature high-end laptop specs, the most popular Chrome OS devices are low power to keep them inexpensive. People who own these types of systems will have to A powerful machine for this to work. Windows Apps on Chrome OS: Does It Make Sense? While the idea of launching Windows apps in Chrome OS sounds great on paper, it is a few
paradoxes. For example, the main advantage of Chromebooks is that they are incredibly cheap and very easy to use. However, to run Windows apps, you'll need a more expensive Chromebook and you need to learn how virtual machines work to use Windows apps. Related: Here are all the Chromebooks that run Android and Linux appsIn addition, people who would be well
upgrading their Chromebook to a new model to get this feature will face a real choice: I spend hundreds of dollars on fancy Chromebook so I can run windows apps, or will I just buy a Windows laptop? At a certain price, it may make more sense to get a Windows laptop. It is likely that this option of launching Windows applications on Chrome OS will only really appeal to a small
subset of users, namely those who already have a powerful Chromebook and are technically savvy enough to understand Parallels.All, which is probably why Google seems to be mostly focused on the corporate sector at the moment rather than gearing it up to consumers. However, if Google could make Chrome OS support Parallels for business, there is no reason it couldn't do
the same for the general consumer. Even so, there is no set date for this new feature to roll out. It's nice to know that Google is definitely going to do it though. Android TV boxes are some of the best streaming devices of the single market. They can act as kodi boxes, Plex servers and even game consoles. However, they have one strange and significant drawback: they don't
come with a preinstalled browser. If you're looking into the Google Play Store on your device, you'll find a couple of Android TV third-party browsers listed, but Google Chrome doesn't exist. Can I install Chrome on Android TV? Yes! Here's how it's done. Method 1: Use a different device unlike some apps that require side downloads, you can install Chrome on your Android TV
device using a web browser on another machine: On your computer, go to Google Play. Click on the apps on the left panel. Enter Chrome in the search box and click Enter. Open the list of apps. Click on the installation. Choose an Android TV from the drop-off menu. Click Set. Give the app a few minutes to download and install and you should find it on the edging launcher on
your Android TV device. Note: You'll need to run Chrome from the list of apps in the Settings menu, or use a side launcher for Android TV. Method 2: Use Your Voice Very people know about this trick--- even experienced Android TV users. If the Android TV device supports voice input, all you have to do is press the appropriate button on the remote control and say Start Chrome.
The device will ask if you want Application. Click Agreed, and Chrome will be ready to use in seconds. No matter what method you use, there is one setting that needs to be changed when you start Chrome for the first time. Click on three vertical points, scroll down and check the box next to the Desktop Request site. This ensures that the app makes full use of your TV screen's
real estate. Once you're done with Chrome, take a look at this list of major Android TV apps you can install next. We've also rounded up some great apps to launch Android TV. Facebook Messenger gets a new look Messenger now has an updated logo as well as new themes that you can use to customize chat rooms. Related Topics Android Entertainment Google Chrome Short
Android TV About author Dan Price (1392 Articles Published) More from Dan Price (Pocket-Lint) - Looks like Chrome OS isn't on its deathbed - as Google has just taken the time to explain where the operating system is now, and also where it might be headed in the near future. The Wall Street Journal said last week that the operating system powering Chromebook Laptops is
about to be killed. The report highlights Google will not give up on Chromebooks altogether; The company actually plans to fold Chrome OS into Android, the operating system it designs for mobile devices Google engineers have allegedly tried to combine the two operating systems in the last two years and have only recently made progress. Thus, according to rumors, Google will
introduce a single single operating system by 2017. An early version that will provide access to Google Play Store and Android apps is expected to be reviewed by next year. Now, in an attempt to clear up all the confusion, and to respond directly to these latest reports, Google has published a blog post in which it clarified that there is no plan to phase out Chrome OS. However, in
the same proposal, the company acknowledged: We are working to combine the best of both operating systems. Thus, Google basically used an interesting choice of words. He confirmed Chrome OS won't be phased in, but stopped short of saying Chrome OS and Android won't merge. In fact, it's basically confirmed that they can, since it's working on ways to combine them.
From there, Google boasted of its regular six-week software cycle for Chrome OS, guaranteed auto-updates, and how successful is its six-year operating system as a whole, mentioning 30,000 new Chromebooks activated every day in classrooms across the U.S. He also said Chromebooks are constantly listed as a best-selling laptop on Amazon.com. Google further capitalized on
this point, reminding people that Asus Chromebit available in the coming weeks. It's an $85 device that turns any display into a computer. Oh, and apparently dozens of new Chromebooks are coming in 2016. Written by Alice Yates. Improves. Improves. can google chrome os run android apps
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